Geological time, biological events and the learning transfer problem
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Abstract: Comprehension of geologic time does not come easily, especially for students who are studying the earth sciences for the first time. This project investigated the potential success of two teaching interventions that were designed to help non-science majors enrolled in an introductory geology class gain a richer conceptual understanding of the geologic time scale. Our research centered on the results of those interventions since we hypothesized that students who correctly answered exam questions on relative geologic time early in the semester would be able to respond with equal facility to exam questions at the end of the semester that asked them to apply relative geologic time to associated biologic events.

The instructor of the course began this study by using the Decoding the Disciplines model (Pace & Middendorf, 1998). During the first step of the model, the instructor identified the place where a majority of students in previous classes had the greatest difficulty; that is, in addressing the relative geologic time scale. Next, the instructor articulated the mental moves an expert geologist makes when solving problems using the geological time scale. During lecture the instructor modeled those very same mental tasks for students. Students were then given the opportunity to practice those mental tasks by creating their own personal timeline. Later in the course students completed the second intervention, a categorization grid that also functioned as a classroom assessment of their learning. Students were given exams after both interventions were completed.

Results from the first and second interventions indicated that students were able to understand the conceptual framework of the relative geological time scale. On an exam administered after both interventions were completed, 66% of the students answered correctly the questions about relative geologic time, an indication that they had gained conceptual knowledge of the subject. In contrast, only 36% of students answered correctly the exam questions at the end of the semester that focused on relative geologic time with associated biologic events. Pearson Chi-Square tests with P<0.05 were used to test our hypothesis. Statistically significant results at P=0.00 were attained for all tests, indicating the hypothesis can be rejected.

We conclude that a second, more prevalent, underlying problem exists for non-science majors, one that Thorndike and Woodworth (1901), Byrnes (1996), Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000) and Bransford and Schwartz (2001) describe as the learning transfer problem. Similar problems have been discussed
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as a knowledge transfer problem (Graham et al., 2006). Learning transfer is problematic for students using the geological time scale and calls for additional classroom interventions – interventions designed and scaffolded to provide students the opportunity to practice the set of difficult mental moves required to apply biological events to the relative geological timeline.
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Introduction

Dating of the Earth, and subsequent development of the geologic time scale, have been fundamental to furthering our understanding of the origins of Earth and of the evolution of life. As early as the 1600’s, naturalists and scientists endeavored to assign relative ages to Earth’s sedimentary layers, and to its mineral and fossil content. Through the 1800’s and by the early 1900’s, major breakthroughs in field observations and laboratory experiments allowed for widespread establishment and acceptance of methodologies to date Earth’s processes and products. These methodologies now center on relative time - a comparative relationship of older and younger events such as deposition of layers of rocks or age of fossils, and absolute time – a numerical expression of ages established from comparison between the observed abundance of a radioactive isotope and its decay products using known decay rates. Relative and absolute time merge to produce the conventional geologic time scale.

The concept of dating the Earth is so fundamental that the Benchmarks for Science Literacy, in an aim to increase adult literacy about the sciences, proposed that knowledge about the changing conceptualization of the age of the Earth be taught in grades 9-12 (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2009). AAAS Benchmarks for Science Literacy focus on broad themes of “Extending Time” and “Moving Continents” that pair well with “Evolution of Life” themes. As examples, “Moving Continents” places plate tectonics into an evolving earth perspective, and the “Evolution of Life” theme focuses on evolutionary change over geologic time (for grades 6 -8), and the mechanisms of change for older students (grades 9-12). AAAS recommendations focus on this foundational knowledge about the evolution of Earth and life as the way to better prepare students for further exploration in college-level courses.

The teaching and student learning of evolutionary concepts of Earth and life are arguably an essential component of a general college education. However, student difficulty with understanding geologic time is established in the literature (Trend, 1998; Zen, 2001; Cheek, 2012; Cately & Novak, 2009; DeLaughter & Stein, 1998; Dodick & Orion, 2003), and methods to enhance learning have been investigated (Zhu et al., 2012; Pyle, 2007; Richardson, 2000; Hemler & Repine, 2002; Nieto-Obregon, 2000; Ritger & Cummins, 1991). In essence, researchers reported that students lack the conceptual framework that allows them to make sense of the immense time scale of geologic time (Catley & Novick, 2009). Geologic time has been described as a threshold concept (Cheek, 2010; Meyer & Land, 2006) - a concept difficult to grasp, fundamental to the grounding in a given discipline and essential for the student to understand before moving on to more difficult mental tasks.

Despite the numerous research publications on the subject of geologic time in the education literature, research on student learning of the geologic time scale remains important because students from disciplines as diverse as the social sciences, humanities and arts enroll in undergraduate geological sciences courses each semester. To these non-geology major students,
instructors provide an education about Earth’s processes – whether the course for undergraduate students has a focus on historical geology, physical geology, or environmental geology, or any such course that allows for the students to gain a perspective on the temporal sequence of unfolding of Earth’s events or processes. A full comprehension of geologic time allows students to view the Earth’s integrated biologic, chemical and physical events in their temporal sequence. We assert that mastery of the concept of geologic time, inclusive of relative and absolute geologic time, is not a goal for undergraduate non-science majors, but that a fundamental application of relative geologic time and associated events should be considered an achievable learning outcome for students enrolled in a non-majors geological sciences course.

Our research objective was to investigate if students in a non-science majors undergraduate course in a large Midwestern university are learning the concept of the relative geologic time scale, and are able to apply biologic events that occurred in Earth’s history to the relative geologic time scale at the end of the semester with a probability that is better than chance alone. Results from pre- and post-pedagogical intervention activities pertaining to student learning and understanding of geologic time administered in the undergraduate classroom in the 2012, 2011 and 2010 fall semesters comprise our database. In each semester, approximately two-thirds of the classroom student population that participated in this study were lower division freshman and sophomores and one-third was upper division students.

The course Dinosaurs and Their Relatives in a geosciences department in a large, state-supported Midwestern university in the U.S. was targeted for our research because this course focused almost entirely on relative geologic time and biologic events, instead of geologic time and chemical, physical and biological events more typical for an undergraduate non-science majors geology course. Our focused research objective was designed to analyze student learning of relative geologic time and terms early in the semester, and of relative geologic time with associated biologic events by the close of the semester. Our research hypothesis was this: if students learn relative geologic time early in the semester, then they will learn relative geologic time with associated biologic events by the end of the semester with equal facility. Although our intent was to quantify and analyze student learning of the threshold concept of relative geologic time, our research results uncovered another significant problem but one quite common among the STEM disciplines –learning transfer within a given course. Thus, our disciplinary and focused research on geologic time and associated biologic events directed us to identify the larger conceptual issue of learning transfer that is occurring in the classroom.

Methods

To apprehend the complexities of geologic time, lessons and classroom learning activities were designed specifically to help students gain an understanding of the geologic time scale. At the outset of the semester, an exercise was initiated by asking students to draw a vertical line that represents time, from oldest time at the bottom of the page to youngest at the top, and to insert, beginning with their birth, 3-4 significant events that occurred in their lives (see Figure 1). Upon completion, each student constructed a time line similar to the geologic time line, with a list of relative events that occurred at single points in time. A corresponding geologic time summary was given during the class (see Figure 2).
Figure 1. An example of a simplified time scale that can be constructed by students in the classroom for the purpose of illustrating the development of a geologic time line, with older to younger time punctuated by important events.

Figure 2. Students learn by association to their own personal experiences, in this case, to events that occurred in their lives. A student-developed time line could be linked to lessons on geologic concepts at this point and/or later in the semester. The instructor can then use the individual student summaries for comparison to geologic topics later in the semester as a means of introducing more complex information; i.e., evolution.

Through a one-hour lesson created by using the Decoding the Disciplines method, an instructor modeled the use of the relative geologic time scale to students so that they could link relative geologic time to the readings and classroom lectures throughout the semester. The instructor began the lesson by breaking down the standard textbook example of the geologic time scale columns from the largest to smallest divisions, explaining the terms and numbers, and identifying clearly the position of the present day on the chart. The division boundaries were identified, and erathem boundaries were discussed in relation to major extinction events.
simplified set of examples followed; i.e., the origin of the dinosaurs was marked at a particular level on the geologic time scale, as was the extinction of the dinosaurs, but it was explained that the dinosaurs lived continuously through many millions of years between the origination and extinction event (see Figure 3). Although a particular event was identified on the simplified time scale as a single point in time by the horizontal arrow (i.e., origin or extinction), the duration of the event may have occurred over many hundreds of thousands or perhaps even millions of years. The relatively shorter duration of geologic time that marked a specific geologic event such as the extinction of the dinosaurs was contrasted with the relatively longer time associated with the duration of the Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Cenozoic eras. It was explained further that time continued through the evolutionary event and through the extinction event and persists to today, much as time will continue tomorrow and will have been punctuated by events that occurred in the students’ lives today (see Figure 4). Further examples relating geologic time to the human experience were provided for the students to reinforce the concepts. Familiar topics such as the origin of mammals and the origin of fish were identified on the time scale (see Figure 5). In a similar manner, the age of the Earth in billions of years, the duration of dinosaurs in millions of years and the age of our family members in hundreds and tens of years were provided in one lesson period and reinforced as themes throughout the course.

Figure 3. The origin, temporal duration and extinction of the dinosaurs during the Mesozoic are the focal points for the students’ attention in this abbreviated geologic time scale. The objective of the lesson is to include geologic information to assist students in practicing terms and concepts related to understanding relative geologic time.

Figure 4. A portion of the relative geologic time scale with oldest and youngest time, and a very approximate position of the beginning of human history in the latest Cenozoic identified on the column. A convention in geology is to use horizontal arrows to point to times during which geologic events occurred in Earth’s history. Diagram provides a summary of the lesson that time
is continuous and is punctuated by relatively older events (origin of the dinosaurs) and relatively younger events (extinction of the dinosaurs), as well as extinctions at erathem boundaries, with focus on the Mesozoic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Era</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cenozoic Era</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Cretaceous     | extinction of dinosaurs  
                 | origin of angiosperms    |
| Jurassic       | origin of birds           |
| Triassic       | (origin of birds)  
                 | origin of dinosaurs  
                 | origin of mammals       |
| Paleozoic Era  | origin of gymnosperms  
                 | origin of seedless vascular plants  
                 | origin of fish           |

*Figure 5.* The relative geologic time scale associating the terms for relative geologic time to events that may be familiar to students, such as the origin of fish, origin of mammals, etc.

Another aspect of geologic time conveyed to students was an understanding that some events were of relatively longer *versus* shorter duration. This is a complicated concept because it requires students to hold billions or millions *versus* millions or hundreds of thousands of years in their heads. Specific classroom assessments (Angelo & Cross, 1993) were used to gauge student learning of comparative durations of geologic events and were classified according to the hierarchical learning scheme described by Bloom (1964). Lower level thinking requires students to memorize and comprehend knowledge, while higher learning levels such as analysis, application, synthesis and evaluation require more complex thinking. In our research the *Categorizing Grid*, “a paper and pencil equivalent of sorting objects in a warehouse and putting like ones together in the right bin,” (Angelo & Cross, 1993, p. 160) served to evaluate student
comprehension of geologic time in the class. The *Categorizing Grid* required students to sort geologic events of relatively longer duration; e.g., the Mesozoic Era, from events that occurred over a relatively shorter period of geologic time; e.g., origin or extinction of dinosaur groups. The latter events are portrayed commonly on geologic time scales by horizontal arrows pointing to a single point in geologic time (see Figures 3 and 4), although the understanding of the geologist is that the arrow may represent tens, hundreds of thousands or millions of years. *Duration of geologic time* and *a single point in geologic time* were the category titles under which the following list of terms or phrases were to be sorted by the students in the *Grid* (see Figure 6):

- Paleozoic Era
- Mesozoic Era
- Cenozoic Era
- Erathem boundary
- Origin of mammals
- Number of years dinosaurs roamed the Earth
- Origin of the dinosaurs
- Extinction of the dinosaurs
- Number of years mammals existed on Earth
- Evolutionary change that is gradual
- Evolutionary change that is punctuated

All terms and phrases were discussed in previous class lessons and prior to conducting the assessment. The *Categorizing Grid* assessed student understanding of the relative duration of significant geologic terms and events at the comprehension level (Bloom, 1964). The *Categorizing Grid* constituted the second of the interventions discussed in this research study. The *Categorizing Grid* was administered the second week of each of the three semesters for which data were collected for this study.

### Categorizing Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of geologic time</th>
<th>A single point in geologic time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paleozoic Era</td>
<td>erathem boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesozoic Era</td>
<td>origin of mammals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of years dinosaurs roamed the Earth</td>
<td>extinction of dinosaurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of years mammals existed on the Earth</td>
<td>origin of dinosaurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evolutionary change that is gradual</td>
<td>evolutionary change that is punctuated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cenozoic Era</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6.* An exercise labeled a *Categorizing Grid* by Angelo and Cross (1993) serves as our example that requires students to utilize knowledge and comprehension of geologic information before placing terms and phrases under the correct heading.
One third of the way through each semester, Exam 1 was administered to all students in the course and the following True/False questions were evaluated.

Exam 1. Question #21. The Cenozoic is older than the Paleozoic.
Exam 1. Question #28. The Paleozoic is younger than the Mesozoic.

Students were instructed in writing on the exam to fill in True or False to complete each statement correctly. Exam 1 was administered during the sixth week of the semester. All exams were collected and corrected soon after students took the exam. Exam 1 was not returned to the students. Correct responses are: The Cenozoic is older than the Paleozoic. False. The Paleozoic is younger than the Mesozoic. False.

The semester course focused on dinosaur evolution, phylogeny, morphology, paleoecology, biogeography, and extinction. Format consisted of classroom presentations by lecture inclusive of images and DVDs of dinosaurs, in-lecture written activities on the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods and their association with the major dinosaur groups - theropods, sauropods, ankylosaurs, ceratopsians, ornithopods, stegosaurs, and pachycephalosaurians. Students were required to memorize the Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic, Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, and the seven names of dinosaur groups. The three periods of the Mesozoic and dinosaur names were reinforced with in-lecture written exercises and DVD viewings numerous times during the 16-week semester.

Exam 3 was administered at the end of each semester. Similar to the previous exam, students were instructed in writing on the exam to fill in True or False to complete each statement correctly. All exams were collected and corrected soon after students took the exam, and the exam was not returned to the students. The two questions were taken from the textbook and evaluated for this second phase of the post-intervention research.

Question #22. Sauropods were much less successful after the Jurassic, but did survive until the end of the Cretaceous. Correct response is True.
Question #33. The middle and Late Cretaceous dinosaurs were mostly hadrosaurs, ceratopsians, anklyosuars and giant sauropods. The correct response is False.

Results and Discussion

Student responses to the first intervention activity (the time line punctuated from oldest to youngest with personal events important to students’ lives) indicated that students clearly comprehended the construct of the geologic time line and were able to apply personal experiences in the correct order, from older to younger personal events. In the exercise, 97% (254/263) of the student time lines were constructed correctly. Correct student responses were those that gave the oldest information at the bottom of the time line and progressively younger events upward, with the youngest or most recent event at the top of the page. Incorrect time lines were those that associated a student’s birth with the youngest time at the top of the page, thereby producing the reverse of the geologic time scale. At this earliest part of the semester, 97% of students understood the relative ordering of terms as per the geologic time line, with oldest events on the bottom of the page and youngest at the top.

Incorrect student responses to the Categorizing Grid exercise, inclusive of placing one or more terms or phrases into the incorrect category and/or exclusion of terms, phrases, and/or category headings, indicated the difficulties students had with understanding geologic time when geologic terminology was paired with relative durations of geologic time early in the semester.
Student responses to Exam 1 questions on relative geologic time were fairly consistent across the three semesters - Fall 2012, 2011, 2010. Results averaged for the three years revealed 66% of students answered the two Exam 1 questions pertaining to relative geologic time correctly (Year 2012: 67%, Year 2011: 70%, Year 2010: 62%; Average 66%; Appendices 1, 2, 3). Questions were posed as True/False so each student had a 50/50 opportunity of attaining the correct answer for each question by chance alone. Our results of 66% average correct responses are better than chance alone and indicate student knowledge of correct responses to questions pertaining to relative geologic time 6 weeks after the semester began.

Student responses to two questions pertaining to relative geologic time with a biologic component on Exam 3 were also fairly consistent across three years. However, results averaged for the three-year duration of the study (2012, 2011, 2010) revealed only 36% of students answered both questions pertaining to relative geologic time with a biologic component correctly on Exam 3 (Year 2012: 35%; Year 2011: 44%; Year 2010: 31%; Average 36%). Questions were posed as True/False with the expectation that a student had a 50/50 chance of arriving at the correct answer for each question by chance alone.

The distribution of correct and incorrect student responses to both questions pertaining to relative geologic time on Exam 1 and to both questions pertaining to relative geologic time with a biologic component on Exam 3 were examined for statistical significance. The hypothesis of no significant difference between the T/F responses from relative geologic time questions on Exam 1 and relative geologic time with a biologic component questions on Exam 3 was tested at P<0.05. Statistically significant results were obtained for all analyses, inclusive of individual years and the three years combined data. Chi-Square tests for individual years yielded P=0.00 (Year 2012: P=0.00; Year 2011: P=0.00; Year 2010: P=0.00), and the same for three years combined data (P=0.00). An examination of a subset of the data – only one question from Exam 1 and only one question from Exam 3 for all years (Exam 1 Q21 (2010-2012) (86% correct) / Exam 3 Q22 (2010-2012) (46% correct) also yielded statistically significant results at P=0.00. Collectively, these results indicate there is a statistically significant difference between student responses to relative geologic time questions given early in the semester (Exam 1) and to relative geologic time with a biologic component questions given at the end of the semester (Exam 3). In other words, students did better than chance on relative geologic time questions early in the semester, but did poorer than chance on relate relative geologic time and biologic components at the end of the semester.

We examined further the data from Exam 3 questions, both directed at relative time with a biologic component, to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the responses. These additional investigations were conducted because one question required more knowledge of both relative geologic time and dinosaur groups than the other. Again, each question was T/F so the probability of a student attaining the correct response was 50/50. The hypothesis of no significant difference between the T/F responses from these two questions on Exam 3 was tested at P<0.05. Chi-Square tests yielded P=0.00 for all tests. Results indicate a statistically significant difference between student responses to the two questions on relative time with a biologic component.

In total, three analyses of student learning of relative geologic time were prepared from three consecutive years of student responses to True/False questions. First analysis pertained to knowledge of relative geologic time on Exam 1, second to testing knowledge and comprehension of relative geologic time with a biologic component on Exam 3, and third pertained to testing knowledge and comprehension of relative geologic time with a biologic component - with one
question requiring comparatively more knowledge of both relative geologic time and dinosaur groups than the other.

Overall, results from our research indicate that 97% of the students were able to construct geologic-like time lines that relate to their own personal experience at the outset of the semesters, and 3% of the population tested needed additional instruction. A lesson on geologic time using the Decoding the Disciplines methodology demonstrated use of the relative geologic time scale and enabled students to apply information on relative geologic time through the semester’s lectures and activities. Further testing with the addition of geologic terms in a categorizing grid administered in the second week of the semester allowed students to practice the task correctly. Thus, early in the semester, knowledge and comprehension skills regarding these particular geologic terms and the concept of relative geologic time were emphasized for students in the class. Moreover, memorization and comprehension of the relative geologic time scale eras had occurred for the majority of the students at the completion of Exam 1, as 66% of the students knew the relative positions of the Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic geologic eras. Exam 3 results, however, indicated that only 36% of students answered the relative placement of geologic time and biologic events correctly. The bottleneck on relative geologic time and associated biologic events remained firmly in place for 64% of the students at the end of the semester and one assumes that these students completed the class with incomplete knowledge of the relative geologic time scale for the Mesozoic and biological events pertaining to dinosaurs – the focus of the semester course. Our numerical analysis shows statistically significant results, and our hypothesis of equal facility of learning geologic time, and geologic time with associated biologic events by the end of the semester, was rejected.

In the case of our entry-level college course, we worked under the assumption that we were building on the principles expounded by the Benchmarks for Science Literacy – the foundational knowledge of dating the Earth and life that students bring to the college classroom. In assessing college level abilities at the end of the semesters’ teaching, however, our findings indicate that more intentional interventions must be available to students if we expect them to accomplish the mental moves required to associate geologic time and biological events in the non-science majors undergraduate classroom. Our inquiry into the threshold concept of the geologic time scale thus uncovered a more deeply rooted issue of content knowledge, and the failed expectation of transfer of content knowledge from one level to the next. This is of course more basic than knowledge transfer as defined by Graham et al. (2006). It is, however, more closely related to learning transfer, a concept discussed extensively by Bransford et al (2000). The ability of students to organize information into conceptual frameworks is a key finding in the research on learning transfer (Bransford et al., 2000). In other words, competence in a field of inquiry initiates with factual knowledge, continues with an understanding of the facts in a conceptual framework, and is furthered with an organization of knowledge for retrieval and application (Bransford et al., 2000). These authors claim further that conceptual framing on the part of the student allows for greater learning transfer, and the “ability to plan a task, to notice patterns, to generate reasonable arguments and explanations, and to draw analogies to other problems are all more closely intertwined with factual knowledge than was once believed”.

Our overall research results thus indicate that associating geologic time and biologic events remains a bottleneck and requires a paradigm shift. More frequent classroom activities as per Decoding the Disciplines methodology, followed by equally frequent classroom assessments, would allow students to practice the type of mental tasks required to transfer knowledge and comprehension of biological events located within a temporal geologic framework.
The exercises and exam questions presented in our research did not test for diachronic thinking skills - the ability to represent geologic transformations over time - that would be required for classroom discussions on complex topics such as dinosaur extinction. Cognitive factors that accounted for difficulties students encountered in attempting diachronic thinking were identified by Dodick and Orion (2003a). These researchers found that students could think in terms of tens, hundreds, and even thousands of years, but time became an abstraction when events that occurred millions or billions of years ago were presented; the enormous time scale was beyond students’ comprehension. Researchers also observed that students tended to cluster strata into equal-sized packages and assign equal time to them, "...almost as if they were units on a ruler" (Dodick & Orion, 2003a, p. 436); in geology, however, the temporal duration of strata is rarely proportional to size. It was further noted that students did know how to use static or inert clues such as fossils and landforms to "visualize the dynamic processes of the past such as sedimentation,” (Dodick & Orion, 2003a, p. 436). While our results show student scores for understanding of relative geologic time at the knowledge and comprehension levels of understanding, we do not address higher-order thinking skills that would be required for non-science majors to comprehend the complexities and significance of Earth’s integrated physical, chemical and biological events – the transformations of geologic time as identified by Dodick and Orion (2003a). In future studies, however, geologic aptitude tests such as those developed by Dodick and Orion (2003b) would be excellent additions to assessment of student learning in the college classroom in introductory geology courses.

In summary, although our research results document difficulty students have with the learning of relative geologic time as related to biologic events in an introductory non-science majors course focusing on dinosaurs, we surmise that our research findings may be extended to more complex introductory geology courses that integrate biological, chemical and physical events within the context of both relative and absolute geologic time. Further, our findings are potentially applicable to fields outside of the geological curriculum. The teaching of evolutionary trees in biology requires a firm foundational understanding of the scaling of time (Meir, Perry, Herron, & Kingsolver, 2007). The spatial representation of time in an evolutionary tree is similar to the spatial representation of time that we performed in the methods of this study, wherein the older events may be portrayed at the bottom of the diagram and the younger events at the top. The medical field places great importance on timescales, as seen in disease processes and prognoses studied in epidemiology. There are various scales (e.g., date of diagnosis, date of recurrence, patient age) being used in epidemiological follow-up studies (Chubak, Yu, Buist, Wirtz, & Boudreau, 2013) that can impact the treatment plan of individuals as well as the statistical analysis of incident rates. Future healthcare professionals must be aware of and be able to navigate these various timescales. In sociological and philosophical studies, Lemke (2000; 2009) states that social-ecological systems “with all their many sublevels of organization” require an understanding of the lower organizational levels before trying to study the higher levels. This philosophy agrees with our research methods, in which students had to first understand the direction of geologic time before placing related biologic events on the time scale.

In essence, scaling issues are beyond students’ common practices in numerous academic disciplines. Because of this shared experience, we suggest an intentional intervention to enhance student-learning that can be utilized across disciplines. This intervention is a hybrid model based upon our collective understanding and experiences of bottlenecks, threshold concepts and disciplinary ways of knowing, and is grounded in research recorded in the Decoding the
Disciplines model of Pace and Middendorf (2004). To begin the intervention, a bottleneck or threshold concept is introduced early in the semester, reinforced through student practice, and expanded upon through the semester with levels of increasing complexity. Modeling through metaphors is a crucial part of helping students learn a complex skill (Jones et al, 2010).

- Identify a bottleneck or threshold concept.
- Decode for the students the instructor’s mental processes by breaking down the threshold concept into sub-components. (For details of the decoding process, see Pace & Middendorf, 2004).
- Model an example with use of metaphors relevant to the students.
- Present a student exercise and include challenging components that relate the threshold concept to the human experience.
- Assess student-learning from the exercise and address immediately misconceptions and errors. Reinforce the correct concept.
- Build on the threshold concept incrementally through the semester by modeling examples that construct the concept with increasing complexity.
- Continue to present students with practice exercises that emphasize the mental skills involved in developing the integrated complexity of the threshold concept.
- Assess student-learning and provide feedback frequently during the process, discuss misconceptions and errors, reinforce the corrections.

Although fostering content knowledge is a teaching goal in STEM education (Bao et al., 2009), clearly this objective was not achieved in our study, as evidenced by the test question results over a three-year study. “Because students ideally need to develop both content knowledge and transferrable reasoning skills, researchers and educators must invest more in the development of a balanced method of education, such as incorporating more inquiry-based learning that targets both goals” (Bao et al., 2009, p. 587). Whereas our primary goal was to better understand how students in a non-majors course apply timescales in a way that may vastly exceed their experience and knowledge, we conclude that further research into transfer of learning in many disciplines remains a fruitful avenue for investigation, especially as pertains to developing methodological approaches to teaching intervention, and assessment of both knowledge and transferable reasoning skills.
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